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- Membership 10 voting, 9 advisory, 5 emeritus
- Project Status
  - FC-FS-6 – Another Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood, Single Lane 128GFC, Target Credit Stall – TOV Definition, FC-PM: Add reference and FC-4 TYPE code value, End-to-end encryption CRC
  - FC-GS-9 – How do you like me now?, Platform Object Name, Application Server Updates
  - FC-LS-5 – FC LAG Data Plane, Fabric Controller and FLOGI, End-to-end Encryption Protection, Target Credit Stall: A Proposal
  - FC-RDMA-PM – Draft Standard
  - FC-SW-8 – We Can Be Taught
  - FCP-5 – Approved SLER in FCP-5 proposal